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DWELL ON THIS ONE

EACH ONE! BLESS ONE! YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Emmanuel’s Blessings to You! Peace and Love in Christ! PLC!

Visit the Seal-of-God, Four-N-One, Dot, Wow, Prophecy, Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and Welcome...

Each One! Bless One!

* * * * *
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V1

Do not what you want
to do, do what you

need to do, do what
you must do (in

CHRIST, with CHRIST,
for CHRIST, through
CHRIST). This will
amount to personal

progression and
forward progress.

V2

Jesus used the things
which are also available to
us NOW to use to heal the
sick and perform miracles;
both in Ancient Times and

now.

V3

Not telling people you can or
cannot hear them talking--may
lead to your children doing the

same thing--ignoring you. If you
cannot hear a person--let them

know--show character--and ASK
them what they said.

W1

If you do not tithe to the
proper place,

then you are sitting on
a keg of dynamite.

(CLUE: into a wealthy
someone's pocket or to
help the poor who are
all around. The fields

are ripe. You have
been making that

choice all along this
journey. God is

watching your heart.)

W2

Grace extended from God
through Christ is like the

favor you have from
special contacts which you

allow to be extended to
others on your behalf.

W3

If someone you love, are in a
relationship with, or with whom you

work seem unusually contrary,
then pray for them. Do not get

angry with them; maybe they are
"not themselves." Then do

something practical to help resolve
the situation.
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X1

(Spiritual Key)
Jesus said, "I will be

with you always." Does
that mean

"sometimes?" No. Most
of the time? No.

Always? YES and that
is a big yes. You are

never alone.

X2

THINK!

X3

Once you stop running and deal
with what you are running from--
you will come face to face with

God's Glory for your life and those
your life touches.

Y1

If you follow your heart,
let it be your heart and
not your emotions; and

let that heart be the
Heart of Christ.

Y2

Do not make mental or
spiritual notes of how your
parents wronged you or

are living hypocritical lives
unless you are willing and
mature enough spiritually

to discuss it with them.
You think you grown?

Y3

Who in the world convinced the
world that coffee tastes good?

How in the world could they have
done such a thing? Who could do

this? Oh I forgot...satan--that's
who!

Z 1

Isn't it amazing that
people with little to no
principles will be the

first to say that they are
doing a thing because

of the principle
concerning the issue.

Z 2

Hatred is cooled by peace.
When hatred enters your

heart and leaves your
brain, before it reaches

your lips--calm yourself--
add peace to your soul

(mind, heart, spirit)--then
you may become more

balanced again.

Z 3

(Spiritual Key)
Worry is Jesus' area of operation.
You leave it alone. It is not for you.
Some negative things, i.e., worry

are principalities which are
connecting or trying to connect

(adhere) or are connected
(adhered) to our bodies. They can

only attack our bodies, not our
spirits! Only God, His Son Jesus,
and ourselves (one another) can

attack the spirit, our spirits.
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